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ABSTRACT

The evolution of the deformation and fracture of a Gilsocarbon nuclear grade graphite has been 
investigated in situ at three length-scales (nano-, micro- and macro-scale): (i) Neutron diffraction 
was used to quantify the lattice spacing changes with externally applied bulk strain. It was found 
that the lattice strain changes linearly with applied bulk strain but the magnitude is approximately 
one order of magnitude less. This relationship deviated from linearity when the applied 
deformation exceeded about two-thirds of the peak strain. (ii) Micro-scale tests that are capable of 
isolating a selected volume of material, typically 2 µm x 2 µm x10 µm, were used to observe the 
propagation of damage at this length-scale. These results are typical of the damage and micro-scale 
fracture that occurs within an individual process zone. (iii) In situ tests under a scanning electron 
microscope traced the fracture characteristics of macro-cracking. The results obtained from these 
approaches are discussed with respect to the characteristics of the elastic and inelastic strain 
accumulation within individual process zones and the formation of macro-cracks in this 
quasi-brittle nuclear graphite. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gilsocarbon graphite is currently used as moderator block structure in operating advanced 
gas-cooled nuclear fission reactors in the UK. In general, graphite also has the potential for use in 
certain designs for Gen IV high temperature reactors. Gilsocarbon graphite is a multi-phase, 
aggregated and porous material where the microstructure has a hierarchy characteristic. During 
service, the microstructure is further modified by neutron irradiation and radiolytic oxidation when 
CO2 is used as coolant. The latter leads to reduction in strength, distortion and fracture of individual 
graphite bricks that make up the reactor core. As graphite plays a structural role within the reactor 
core, in addition to being a moderator, it is essential to understand the fracture behaviour. 
Unirradiated graphite has a non-linear stress-strain response because of the presence of distributed 
damage arising from fabrication and subsequent damage accumulation within the material prior to 
fracture. There is no evidence that these graphites can be plastically deformed. Hence, changes in 
compliance, together with any deviation from an initial linear load-displacement response, are 
attributed to localised micro-cracking within the process zone that is a precursor to macro-crack 
formation (Hodgkins et al., 2006). Due to the multiple length-scales of features within the overall 
microstructure, a multi-scale approach is usually being adopted to characterise and model this type 
of material. 
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It has been shown (Nakhodchi et al., 2013) that for Pile Grade A (PGA) nuclear graphite subject 
to a four-point bending load, the process zones are heterogeneously formed on the tensile side, and 
macro-scale cracks form when a zone reaches a critical size of ~3 mm. The occurrence of damage 
within the process zones results in the relaxation of local constraints. Therefore, the size of these 
regions can be characterised by examination of the elastic lattice strain developed with applied 
strain in a deformed material and this is realised by adopting neutron diffraction in the present 
work. In addition, to correlate local damage at the macro-scale, the evolution of micro-cracking 
has to be understood. This paper adopts a novel approach to isolate micro-scale features for 
monitoring of the development of local damage. The results derived are used to assist 
understanding of the growth of macro-scale cracks. 

EXPERIMENT 

In situ neutron diffraction 

These experiments were undertaken using a time of flight (TOF) neutron diffractometer at 
ENGIN-X, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. With an ISIS moderator, this produces a high 
neutron flux with narrow pulse width over the 1 Å to 3 Å wavelength range relevant to most 
engineering materials. The specimen is oriented at a 45° angle with respect to each detector, 
Fig. 1a. The measured elastic strains,  and , are along and vertical to the 
direction of the impulse exchange vector, respectively, Fig. 1b. Under an elastic collision 
condition, the wavelength of the detected neutrons, λ, is correlated with TOF, t, by: 

                                                              (1) 

where h is the Planck constant, m is the neutron mass and L1 and L2 are the primary and secondary 
flight paths, respectively. Each peak in the resultant neutron spectrum corresponds to an {hkl} 
family of lattice planes; and from Bragg’s law, the d-spacing of the lattice plane can be derived by 
the position of the corresponding peak: 

                                                    (2) 

where θ is half of the angle between the incident neutron beam and the diffracted path. The peak 
position is determined by fitting individual peaks with a least-squares refinement. 

        
Fig. 1 (a) The measurements undertaken at a neutron diffraction beamline showing: (a) the test 
specimen geometry and measurements at six positions across the section; (b) the location of the 
specimen with respect to the neutron source and two detectors (Bank 1 and Bank 2). 
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In situ micro-scale cantilever bending 

At the micro-scale, a novel technique for in situ testing cantilever beam specimens developed at 
the University of Bristol has been used (Liu et al., 2012) (Darnbrough et al., 2013). This approach 
combines an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i Dualbeam Workstation and a customised force 
measurement system from Kleindiek Nanotechnik. This system and the procedure of creating the 
micro-cantilever specimens by gallium ion beam milling have been described previously (Liu 
et al., 2015). The specimens are usually created at the edge of the bulk material to allow access for 
the loading probe. For all the tests, the system is calibrated against single crystal silicon. The 
measurement system instantly outputs the applied load (with a resolution of 0.01 μN) and 

displacement is measured from the secondary electron images recorded during the test (with a 
resolution of 0.5 pixel). 

In situ fracture in scanning electron microscope 

To observe stable crack propagation during fracture an extremely rigid, low compliance, test 
system made of a hardened steel designed at the National Physical Laboratory, UK (Mingard et al., 
2013) was adopted to enable controlled application of load to Gilsocarbon graphite double 
cantilever beam (DCB) inside the chamber of a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), Fig. 2a. One end of the loading jig has a 90° wedge made from 
alumina ceramic and this is driven by a Physik Instrument piezoelectric displacement actuator 
between the beams of the specimen, Fig. 2b. Under such loading, a sharp single crack is initiated 
at the notch of the DCB specimen under an optical microscope. The specimen is then placed in the 
SEM chamber to allow the observation of further propagation of the crack under 
displacement-controlled loading. The DCB specimens were manufactured by electro-discharge 
machining (EDM) at ERODEX with overall dimensions of 40 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm, and with a 
central EDM groove on the back surface to reduce the local thickness to 1.5 mm along the intended 
crack growth path, Fig. 2b. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) The wedge loading jig and (b) the double cantilever beam specimen showing the groove 
that guides the crack propagation on the opposite surface. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Lattice strain (nano-scale) 

Polygranular Gilsocarbon graphite has a pseudo hexagonal crystal structure. The neutron 
diffraction spectra were analysed using a single peak analysis procedure. For this material, two 
diffraction peaks were analysed: the {0002} and the {0004}; both had an acceptable statistical 
error in evaluating 2θ. The system was calibrated using cerium oxide and the change in strain was 
measured by reference to the test specimen prior to applying load. Applied bulk strain was 
measured from strain gauges attached to both surfaces of the beam specimens, Fig. 1a. An example 
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of the trend of d-spacing change (d-d0) with bulk strain at two outmost positions, 8 mm (tensile) 
and -8 mm (compressive), is shown in Fig. 3. The measured lattice strain was found to be an order 
of magnitude less than the applied bulk strain; the complex microstructure of this material has 
accommodated part of the macro-strain. In general, a linear trend was observed which deviates 
when the bulk strain exceeds more than half of the failure strain. 

 
Fig. 3 Lattice space changing with applied bulk strain 

Fracture (micro-scale) 

The in situ micro-scale bending technique adopted has the advantage of allowing pre-selection of 
the specific microstructure volume to be tested and then observation of the specimen throughout 
the duration of the test. As shown in Fig. 4a, when a cantilever beam is loaded under bending the 
deflection is larger than observed at the macro-scale. Further loading led to fracture at the root of 
this specimen, Fig. 4b. The micro-crack closed up upon removal of the load, but a permanent 
deformation remained, Fig. 4c. In the following loading cycle, there was still a resistance to load 
and a new crack formed closer and more parallel to the root. In addition, the crack formed in the 
previous loading cycle opened up by a small amount and become visible (Fig. 4d), but failure of 
the specimen was caused by the new transverse crack. It should be noted that in these cases the 
specimen did not fail abruptly, as a linear-elastic brittle material would. Instead, the cracks opened 
in a progressive manner and load-bearing capability remained even after the remnant ligament was 
less than 10% of the cross-section area. 
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Fig. 4 (a) A cantilever beam specimen under load showing a large deflection; (b) fracture of the 
cantilever beam in (a) occurred at the root by the formation of a crack; (c) after unloading, the 
crack closed and it became indiscernible under SEM, though permanent displacement remained; 
(d) re-loading of the same cantilever at the same contact point as the previous loading cycle led to 
the formation of a deflected crack closer and more parallel to the root. 

Fracture (macro-scale) 

The maximum load that can be applied by the loading jig is approximately 4.5 kN, Fig. 2a, and the 
load to initiate a macro-crack in the Gilsocarbon graphite varies from 75 N to 150 N. This ensured 
that the relative stiffness between the specimen and the loading jig is high enough to allow 
controlled displacement advances during loading. A typical optical confocal image of the fractured 
surface is shown in Fig. 5a; the fracture surface is not flat but rather indicates that the crack follows 
an irregular path in 3D space. Fig. 5b shows a typical macro-crack that originates from the notch; 
when the image was recorded the load was still applied to keep the crack mouth open. The dark 
phase in Fig. 5b represents macro-pores while the light grey colour is the matrix; the crack path is 
tortuous, linking the macro-pores. A higher magnification image of the crack tip and its wake in 
Fig. 5b is shown in Fig. 5c. It was found that micro-cracks are formed in a zone ahead of the main 
crack. However, not all the cracks continued to open and coalescence when the displacement was 
fixed - only one of the surface micro-cracks was found to have extended and propagated ahead 
while other micro-cracks closed, Fig. 5d. In general, there are two toughening mechanisms during 
crack propagation which may contribute to a rising R-curve in this type of graphite, as proposed 
by other workers (Hodgkins et al., 2006; Sakai et al., 1988): the deflection of crack path; and crack 
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bridging from frictional contact between the fracture surfaces during crack extension. The latter 
can occur due to the presence of the filler particles. 

 

Fig. 5 (a) The uneven fracture surface; (b) a typical macro-crack grown by this in situ method in 
the SEM chamber; (c) a secondary electron image showing the formation of micro-cracks in front 
of the macro crack tip region marked in (b); (d) closure of some micro-cracks occurred while others 
were opened up and joined the macro-cracks at the crack front. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Based on the in situ observations obtained at three length-scales, it can be concluded that the 
formation of damage within the Gilsocarbon graphite is a very complex process. The 
microstructure accommodates a large amount of the deformation caused by external loading such 
that the lattice spacing changes an order of magnitude less than the bulk strain. Therefore, when 
micro-cracks form at the surface with maximum tensile strain, the lattice strain is further relaxed, 
leading to plateaux in the lattice strain and bulk strain curves. At the micro-scale, Gilsocarbon 
graphite does not fail in a brittle manner, indicating that there is a complex mechanism to cause 
the deflection of the crack path even in a volume of several cubic micrometres. In situ SEM 
observation of the high-strained zone ahead of the macro-crack tip revealed interaction between 
micro-cracks. These in situ tests provide valuable inputs for the understanding of the crack 
initiation and propagation mechanisms in this polygranular graphite and, hence integrity 
evaluation of the reactor core. 
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